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BIG BANG OR BIG FRAUD? 
DAVE ROGSTAD �

THE BIGGER PICTURE �
ON CREATION �

WHAT IS THE �BIG BANG�?�

  BEGINNING of space, time, matter, and 
energy�

  EXPANDS from a near infinitely hot 
condensed state�

  COOLS OFF as it gets older �
  COMES TO AN END in the distant future 

The big bang is a scientific 
explanation for how the universe 
began and developed in time.�

BIG BANG COSMOLOGY 

The theory claims to fit a growing 
body of evidence from physics 
and astronomy.�

BIG BANG COSMOLOGY 

…for entirely 
different 
reasons! �

Both scientists and creationists have 
rejected the theory, but… �

AN INTERESTING STATE  OF AFFAIRS 
Some scientists reject the big bang 

because… �
it makes the universe too young! �
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Some scientists reject the big bang 
because… �

it implies that the universe                   
has a beginning. �

Some creationists are against the big 
bang because of billions of years… �

it makes the universe too old. �

  the scientific community?�
  the creationist community?�

Who is right?�

WHAT�S GOING ON HERE? 

What are the pros and cons of 
the big bang for the Christian 
who believes God created the 
universe?�

WHAT�S GOING ON HERE? 

1.  Einstein�s general theory of 
relativity implies a universe 
expanding from a beginning.�

SCIENTIFIC REASONS FOR THE BIG BANG HUBBLE�S DISCOVERY 
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2.  Hubble discovered galaxies are 
moving away from each other - at 
higher speed at greater distances.�

SCIENTIFIC REASONS FOR THE BIG BANG SCIENTIFIC REASONS FOR THE BIG BANG 

3.  Left over energy: cosmic 
microwave background radiation�

SCIENTIFIC REASONS FOR THE BIG BANG 

4.  Ripples in the cosmic microwave 
background radiation�

MULTI-VERSE MODEL �

Given the compelling scientific evidence 
for the Big Bang, cosmologists have 
invented the multi-verse model to 
overcome the problem of a beginning 
and fine-tuning (design).�

MULTI-VERSE MODEL �

  It requires new physics.�

  It is highly speculative; it can never 
be confirmed observationally.�

  It borders on metaphysics.�

REASONS CREATIONISTS REJECT THE BIG BANG �

Lack of 
consensus in 
the scientific                  
community 
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�We shouldn�t 
hang our theology 
on the 
�quicksand�    of 
changing 
science.��

REASONS CREATIONISTS REJECT THE BIG BANG � REASONS CREATIONISTS REJECT THE BIG BANG �

�The big bang is just another �
man-made, �
atheistic, �
evolutionary �

   explanation to get rid of God.� 

�How can 
anything good 
come out of a 
gigantic 
explosion?��

REASONS CREATIONISTS REJECT THE BIG BANG � BIG BANG MISCONCEPTIONS �

�How can we know anything about 
the beginning of the universe 
when no one was there to see 
it?� 

Light takes about 8.5 minutes to 
travel from the sun to the earth.�

3 
million 
light 
years 
away�

Andromeda Galaxy 
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Light took 3 million years to arrive.�

Andromeda Galaxy 
as it looked 3 million 

years ago �

BIG BANG MISCONCEPTIONS �

�How can 
anything good 
come out of a 
chaotic 
explosion?� 

The Big Bang was 
an exquisitely fine- 
tuned expansion, 
like the uncoiling 
of a tightly wound 
spring.�

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE BIG BANG �

1.  It provides scientific support for 
a transcendent beginning.�

�

CREATOR �

creation�

Hebrews 11:3 �
�...what is seen was not made 
out of things which are visible.�   �

(NASB) �

TRANSCENDENT BEGINNING �
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Rom. 4:17   �
�…God, who gives life to the dead 
and calls into being that which 
does not 
exist.���������������������(NASB) �

TRANSCENDENT BEGINNING �

The very words used in Scripture 
to describe creation fit key 
concepts of a big bang model.�

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE BIG BANG �

2.  The Bible said it first!�

  The universe had a beginning.�

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE BIG BANG �

2.  The Bible said it first!� �In the beginning God created  
the heavens and the earth.��

GENESIS 1:1 

�And, you, Lord, in the beginning 
laid the foundation of the earth, 
and the heavens are the works of 
your 
hands.���������������������(NA
SB) �

HEBREWS 1:10 

  The universe had a beginning.�
  The universe is expanding.�

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE BIG BANG �

2.  The Bible said it first!�
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�…he stretches out the heavens 
like a tent…��

�He alone stretches out the 
heavens…��
�

JOB 9:8 

PSALM 104:2 

Isa. 40:22  Isa.42:5 �
Isa. 44:24  Isa. 45:12 �
Isa. 48:13  Isa. 51:13 �
Jer. 10:12  Jer. 51:15 �
Zech. 12:1 �

A CONTINUAL EXPANSION�

  The universe had a beginning.�
  The universe is expanding.�
  The constants of the laws of 

physics�

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE BIG BANG �

2.  The Bible said it first!�

�…established my covenant with 
day and night and the fixed laws 
of heaven and earth…��

CONSTANTS OF THE LAWS OF PHYSICS �

JEREMIAH 33:25 

�the creation itself will be 
liberated from its bondage 
to decay…��

CONSTANTS OF THE LAWS OF PHYSICS �

ROMANS 8:21 2 Peter 3:10 �
�The heavens will disappear 

with a roar; the elements will 
be destroyed by fire…��

END OF THE UNIVERSE �
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Revelation 21:1 �
�Then I saw a new heaven and 

a new earth, for the first 
heaven and the first earth had 
passed away…��

END OF THE UNIVERSE �

The �big bang� offers a powerful 
evangelistic tool for reaching 
educated nonbelievers who know 
about science.�

A PRACTICAL OUTCOME �

WORDS OF THE BIBLE 

RECORD OF NATURE �

The �big bang� offers a unique 
opportunity to integrate a 
scientific model of origins with 
a Christian worldview.�

A PRACTICAL OUTCOME �

The �big bang� clearly 
demonstrates science and 
Christianity are not in 
conflict, but in harmony.�

A PRACTICAL OUTCOME � For more information 

www.reasons.org�
1-800-482-7836 �


